
All you need to do is get a 
cardboard box, and cut one 
of the flaps off, and position 
it on it’s side.

Position your backdrop right 
along the flap of the cardboard 
thatthat’s on the ground.

Grab a light source (preferably 
a lamp) and shine it over the 
backdrop paper.

Tape down and secure your 
backdrop paper after it’s 
decorated! (Decorations vary 
per assignper assignment)

Position your phone camera 
along the edge of the 
cardboard above the backdrop 
paper. Feel free to tape it in 
place to secure it!

If you have a tripod, or 
smasmartphone holder you’re 
welcome to use that instead!

Set-Up



Stop-Motion Studio
for iPhone

From the main menu, hit 
‘New Movie to begin!

In the shooting menu, 
just hit the big red button
to take your photos!

Pinch your fingers against 
the screen to zoom in and
zoom out

Use tUse the slider on the left to 
activate onion-skin - that is, 
see the frame before the 
current one

 Hit the < in the top right 
corner to see all your 
frames.

CliClick and hold each frame 
to pull up options, such as 
coping, pasting and 
deleting!



Stop-Motion Studio
for iPhone

In the edititng menu (<), 
hit the gear icon in the 
bottom left to adjust speed - 
you’ll want about 24 FPS!

To export your animation, 
go to the main menu, hit 
‘‘Select’ in the top right, 
select your animation and 
hit the second-most box 
with an arrow in it.

Export your animation as 
either an Animated GIF or 
a video! If you’re going to 
sesend it via email, a GIF would
be easier.



PicPac
for Android

Open the app, and hit ‘Take Photos.’

At the top left, it will say ‘Auto.’ 
Tap it to switch to ‘Manual’ for Stop-Motion.

Use the slider on the right to Zoom In/Out.

Hit the Camera button to take photos!

Hit the Stop button to go into the Editing Menu, 
and see all your frames.



PicPac
for Android

From the editing menu, hit the arrow in the top right to export 
your film. You’ll be given an option to choose the duration of 
each picture - choose 1/24 second.

Under Video Settings you’ll choose a name, the quality 
(only 360p is available in the free version), and format (GIF is 
easiet for emailing!)

On tOn the Share screen you can save it to your phone with the pink 
Save button, or email it with the orange Email button.
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